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Exploiting sensor cooperation for terrestrial communications has attracted considerable recent attention to increase reliability, coverage, throughput, and capacity (see [3] and references therein). A common feature among many of these networks is their multihop nature: communication is performed between a source and destination via intermediate terminals.
This method provides several advantages over single-hop schemes [3] : 1) combatting the severe signal attenuation over long distances, and therefore, saving transmission power; 2) providing signal paths between terminals that do not have a direct line of sight between them; and 3) providing multiple communication links for applications with a high data rate requirement, which cannot be satisfied via a single link.
Multihop networks can also provide additional gains through cooperation between terminals. Recent information theoretic results show that cooperation can increase the overall capacity of these networks by taking advantage of their inherent increase in spatial diversity [4] [5] [6] . A natural way to exploit this diversity is via distributed space-time block coding (DSTBC) originally proposed in [6] . The goal of a DSTBC-based protocol is to allow the cooperating terminals to act, from the destination point of view, as a multiantenna array employing a well-designed space-time block code (STBC) [7] . Several DSTBC schemes have been recently proposed [6] , [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The idea that DSTBC schemes could be applied to underwater networks suggests itself naturally. The underwater acoustic channel, however, poses additional difficulties to the design of such communication protocols. The major challenges posed by underwater channels are as follows [1] : severe range-dependent attenuation, extensive multipath propagation, and highly variable propagation delays (due to slow sound propagation).
In this paper, we consider the problem of underwater communication between a single source and a destination terminal. Data is relayed in a multihop fashion, through intermediate sensor nodes placed between the source and the destination. Communication protocols based on DSTBC are considered. The time-reversal STBC (TR-STBC) approach proposed in [13] for dual colocated antennas and signaling in multipath is extended to a distributed communication scenario. The key feature of this approach is to allow remote terminals not directly wired to the source to relay information to the destination, hence acting as virtual antennas. We show that, as in the STBC case [13] , [14] , TR along with the orthogonality of the DSTBC essentially allows for decoupling of a vector intersymbol interference (ISI) detection problem into separate scalar problems, without loss of optimality (neglecting "border effects" [14] ) and, therefore, offers excellent performance with significant complexity reduction over nonorthogonal schemes. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the signal model and the TR-DSTBC scheme for two relays. Section III presents a diversity analysis of the proposed scheme employing a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) at the receiver, under standard simplifying assumptions. The robustness of the scheme to asynchronous relay operation is shown in Section IV. A generalization of the scheme to more than two relays is presented in Section V, based on the rate 1/2 orthogonal STBC. The ray-based underwater channel model used in our computer simulations, which is essentially based on [15] and [16] , is presented in Section VI. Numerical simulations and field test experimental results, which confirm the potential gains of the proposed approach, are presented in Section VII, which also addresses some practical issues such as imperfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver and the presence of channel time variations. Section VIII presents the conclusions.
Throughout this paper, scalar quantities are denoted with lower or upper case normal font, vectors are denoted with bold-faced lower case fonts, and matrices are denoted with bold-faced upper case fonts. The symbol " " denotes complex conjugate and the superscript " " denotes Hermitian (complex conjugate transpose). The distribution of a complex Gaussian random variable with mean and variance will be denoted by .
II. SIGNAL MODEL
We first consider the discrete-time signal model for a scenario with a single source terminal communicating to a destination terminal via a stage of two wireless relays as depicted in Fig. 1 . Because the channels between the multiple links contain ISI, we will employ a discrete-time model. To clarify the notation, for a generic input and channel filter -with denoting the delay operator-the output is given by (1) where is the number of channel taps and is the block size. It is useful to note that (2) Denoting the time-reversed input and output by and , respectively, we have from (2) (3) Let and denote the and channels, respectively. Throughout this work, we will assume that all channels are independent, with taps that are independently fading and quasi-static (time invariant for a duration plus any required guard intervals, as explained next).
The source divides its transmission symbol stream into two blocks and , each of length and transmits them separated by a guard band to avoid interblock interference. For the same reason, a preamble and a tail are inserted at the beginning and at the end of , respectively [14] . The received signal at at sampling times corresponding to the first transmission block is (4) and similarly for the second transmission block (5) Thus, is the received signal at time , at relay and block , where . The signal is the th source transmitted symbol of block and is taken from a phase-shift keying (PSK) or quadratic-amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol constellation. The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) sequence has unit variance. Furthermore, and are assumed to be independent. The energy per transmit symbol is denoted by .
We assume, due to complexity and power limitations, that the relays can only perform amplify-and-forward-type operations on their received signals (amplification, complex conjugation, or time shift). No channel estimation or symbol detection is performed. In the case of flat fading, the work by Hua [8] has shown how an Alamouti-type [17] processing can be employed by the relays to achieve diversity gains. We now describe its extension to multipath channels, following an approach similar to [13] and [14] .
Both and transmit two blocks. Let denote the signal transmitted by over block and time . In the first block, and transmit, respectively, the following signals:
where is a normalizing factor applied to the received signal of relay , to make it a unit power, and is the transmit energy per symbol for each relay.
In the second block, the transmitted signals are
We note that conjugates and time-reverses both of its received blocks and transmits them in inverse order after amplification. This is different from the approach in [13] where two colocated antennas perform conjugation and time reversal over the second block. Although both approaches are equivalent for the STBC scenario, the approach in [13] cannot be used with relays because this would make the overall channel matrix nonorthogonal. 1 As will be shown next, orthogonality is the key property that will allow us to decouple the problem of joint detection of and without loss in optimality and significant reduction in receiver complexity.
The received signal at the destination for block is, therefore, given by (10) Substituting the expressions for from above, we have
where
1 The orthogonality property is made explicit in (18) . and is AWGN with unit variance. It follows, therefore, that the power spectral density (PSD) of , denoted by , is given by (15) where we keep the PSD notation in the domain instead of switching to the more conventional domain , for notational simplicity.
By computing the time reversal and conjugation of , we obtain (16) where . Defining , we have (17) where the equivalent channel matrix is (18) Note that the special case of flat-fading and channels and corresponds to the channel matrix (19) which has an Alamouti [17] structure, as observed in [8] .
Assuming perfect CSI at the receiver, it can process [given by (17) ] with the space-time filter (as in [13] ) followed by a whitening filter. Due to the orthogonality of , we have (20) where is the identity matrix and we define as the result of the spectral factorization of the coefficient of the identity matrix in (20) . Hence (21) The output vector is given by (22) whose components can be expressed as (23) (24) and the output noise has PSD given by (25) Thus, and are independent and the problem of jointly detecting and from decouples: is detected from and from . Comparing the filter outputs given by (23) and (24) with the equivalent STBC relations for two antennas in [13] , we note two key differences. First, the noise PSD given by (25) contains a term due to the noise amplification at the relays. Second, the channel accounts for the overall effect of the "product" channels , which increases the delay spread (with respect to the individual or channels) and impacts performance, as will be shown in Section III. It should also be noted that the noise at the destination is colored (in time), because the channel introduces ISI. Applying the spectral factorization and, hence, whitening the noise by applying the filter , results in the desired AWGN model (26) (27) where denotes the least squares finite impulse response (FIR) approximation of , which has an infinite impulse response (IIR), in general. Denoting, respectively, by
, and the number of taps in , and , we set . Due to the least squares design of the FIR approximation, we observed that this choice of incurs negligible error compared to the desired filter response.
For the FIR model in (26) and (27), maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) can be carried out via a Viterbi-type algorithm [18] . For channels experiencing extensive multipath however (such as the underwater channels), the MLSE detector is prohibitively complex, and a DFE has been shown to yield good results in practice [19] .
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide the performance analysis of the proposed cooperation scheme with DFE at the receiver. We employ the technique described in [20] , and, for mathematical tractability, consider the particular scenario in which the channels have only one multipath component. This case corresponds, for example, to the scenario where propagation occurs via a single surface reflection. Furthermore, we will also assume that all individual links and are fading independently (maximum spatial diversity).
First, we note that, due to the orthogonality of the channel matrix , the dual-channel cooperative scheme can be analyzed as two independent single-channel branches: the first being and the second . For the same reason, the TR-STBC scheme in [13] was shown to be equivalent to a two-antenna receive diversity system.
Assuming, without loss of generality, communication through the channel, the equivalent received signal at and time (after the space-time processing described in the previous section), denoted by , is given by (28) where and denote, respectively, the (flat) fading realization of the and channels and the fading realization of the th path of the channel. As in the previous section, the noise realizations at both relays are denoted by and and is the destination noise. To decode a desired symbol , a DFE operates on a vector of received symbols, each in turn given by (28), and past decoded symbols . Assuming, without loss of generality, that is the desired symbol to be detected, the output of the DFE is (29) where is the number of paths of the overall channel response, and and denote the number of forward and feedback taps, respectively. For a general sequence , we define . The vector , of length , is the forward filter. The feedback coefficients, which operate on the previously decoded symbols, are denoted by . As usual in the literature, we make the key assumption that the previous symbols are decoded perfectly [20] . While this is not the case for low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), it is a good approximation in the high SNR regime and, furthermore, it is the typical scenario where diversity analysis is performed. Hence, the feedback filter completely cancels the interference due to past symbols in (29) and the DFE output becomes (30) which can be written as (31) where the destination noise, the ISI due to future symbols, and the overall relay noise are given by, respectively (32) (33) (34)
We now make further simplifying assumptions, also according to [20] . First, we replace the noise and interference covariance matrices by their ensemble averages. Second, we assume that the interference symbols are complex Gaussian with variance 1. Furthermore, we assume Rayleigh fading, i.e., each tap in has distribution and has distribution . Under these assumptions, the noise and interference covariance matrices are (35) (36) (37)
The noise plus interference covariance is Following the same approach as in [20] , it can be shown that the optimal choice for the equalizer taps is , and the resulting optimal SNR of the equalizer output is (41)
For binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation and given channel realizations and , the bit error rate (BER) of the system can be estimated as , which has to be averaged over the distributions of the channels. A simple upper bound approximation (for high SNR) of the resulting BER is given by the Chernoff bound. Conditioned on , where , the BER is Recalling that has an exponential distribution, the average BER is (44) After some manipulations, and noting that for high , we can write (44) as (45) Recalling that (e.g., see [21] )
, where denotes the Euler exponential integral, the single-channel BER has the closed-form approximation (46) Thus, assuming perfect symmetry between the channel statistics of the two spatial diversity branches, the desired BER expression is (47) Because has an behavior for large [21] , the BER behavior with is (48)
We notice, therefore, that the effective diversity at finite is less than 2 by a factor of . For , the diversity is asymptotically 2 and, thus, full spatial diversity is achieved. The diversity loss at finite SNR can be attributed to the overall channel not being of Rayleigh statistics, but of a "product" fading channel instead.
IV. COPING WITH IMPERFECT RELAY SYNCHRONIZATION
The distributed nature of the cooperative communication strategy described in Section II naturally brings up the question of whether the relays need to operate under perfect synchronization. Indeed, this is a common assumption in several recently proposed distributed cooperation strategies [8] , [4] , [10] .
In many practical situations, however, due to different delays between the cooperative nodes and the destination, achieving perfect synchronization can be very difficult [22] . The long sound propagation delays in underwater networks can, therefore, potentially exacerbate this problem.
A direct consequence of imperfect synchronization between relays is the introduction of time dispersion in the channels; this can occur even in frequency flat channels, and is due to imperfect sampling times at the receiver [22] , [23] . The TR-DSTBC approach for frequency selective channels can also operate with asynchronous relays, if we assume a known upper bound on the relative transmission delays (to avoid interblock interference).
From the received signal model at the relays given by (4) and (5), the received signal for block at assuming a time delay of between transmissions from and is
where the filter denotes the transmit pulse correlation function for a delay , with coefficients (51) where denotes the transmit pulse shape, usually a raised cosine pulse [19] of unit energy. Hence, in a perfectly synchronized scenario, . Clearly, from (49) and (50), the imperfect synchronization increases the dispersion of the channel. However, defining an equivalent channel , an identical form of the signal model in (17) is obtained, with replacing . Thus, the TR-DSTBC formulation can conveniently address the case of asynchronous relays by simple generalization of the channel model.
In Section VII, experimental results for asynchronous relays (a consequence of the relays being deployed over different depths) are reported. 
V. INCREASING SPATIAL DIVERSITY WITH MORE RELAYS
The key property that allows signal decoupling at receiver for the two-relay scheme presented in Section II is the orthogonality of the Alamouti STBC. It allows two signal streams to be transmitted via two relays over two blocks of time, and, hence, exhibits full rate of one.
Unfortunately, no full rate orthogonal STBC exists (for complex modulation) for more than two antennas [7] . In this section, we present a generalization of the two relay scheme for two hops presented earlier to arbitrary number of relays based on rate 1/2 orthogonal STBCs [7] , denoted by TR-1/2. For simplicity, we describe the TR-1/2 scheme for the case of four relays depicted in Fig. 2 . It can be readily extended to more relays combining the distributed signaling approach described here with the rate 1/2 STBC structure in [7] .
The information stream is now divided into four equal length blocks . The source transmission occurs over eight blocks: in the first four blocks, The received signals at relay and block are (54) where, as before, the denotes the channel coefficients between source and relay and is AWGN. The processing performed by each relay over its received blocks is dictated by the underlying rate 1/2 STBC structure. In general, for symbols from a complex alphabet, the rate 1/2 STBC is where (55) Thus, if each relay corresponds to a different column of , and each row to a different time block, the relay transmissions can be represented by the matrix shown in (56) at the bottom of the page, where each column consists of the transmission of eight blocks, according to (56) and (54).
Denoting by the channels from relay to the destination, the received signal at the destination (after time reversing and conjugating the second-half received blocks) is . . .
. . . (57)
where is additive white noise at the receiver and is the overall channel . Just as in the two-relay case, we can define the channel matrix (58) which satisfies (59) and, hence, is orthogonal.
The output vector is given by It turns out that [7] : 1) a rate 1/2 complex orthogonal design exists for any size where is a power of two, and 2) an orthogonal design of size where can be obtained by deleting columns of the design. Hence, the TR-1/2 scheme can be generalized to any number of relays in a straightforward fashion.
VI. UNDERWATER CHANNEL MODEL
We adopt a ray-based model similar to [15] and [16] to model the multipath sound propagation. The main difference in our model is that we assume that the multipath components are fading. We consider a quasi-static fading model, in which the channel is constant within a fixed duration and changes to an independent realization over the next time frame. We analyze the effects of a slowly time-varying channel within the frame as well as nonperfect CSI via simulations in the next section.
A given multipath arrival is characterized by its mean magnitude gain and delay . These quantities are dependent on the path length , which in turn is a function of the given range . The path magnitude gain is given by (63) where is the total reflection loss at the bottom and surface and is the number of reflections for path . The acoustic propagation loss, represented by , is given by Thorp's formula (64) where for practical spreading, is the carrier frequency, and the absorption coefficient (in decibels per kilometer) is given by Thorp's formula (65) Finally, the path delay is given by , where 1500 m/s is the speed of sound. Fig. 3 shows the channel path delays and magnitudes for a distance of 3 km between the transmitter and the receiver, 15 kHz, and depth of 75 m.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Computer Channel Simulations
For simulation purposes, we consider an underwater network with distance of 6 km, carrier frequency 15 kHz, and channel depth of 75 m. The total energy spent by the relays was set to be equal to the energy spent by the source, i.e.,
, where is the number of relays. The relay normalizing factors are equal to 1. Three communication strategies are compared: single hop, where the source communicates directly to the destination and cooperative (two hops) with either two or four relays, as described in Sections II and V.
Our first simulation scenario compares performance of the MLSE and DFE to justify the use of the latter for signal detection in our multihop cooperative setting. The modulation is BPSK with a symbol duration of 2.5 ms and, therefore, a data rate of 400 b/s. This results in a channel with two taps per hop in the cooperative strategy, and three taps for the direct communication approach. In the latter case, multipath arrivals can occur within a fraction of a symbol time. In this case, these arrivals can add up constructively [16] , and thus result in a stronger path, or destructively [24] , weakening the resulting overall multipath component. We consider both scenarios separately here. Fig. 4 shows the performance of the MLSD and DFE approaches for the cooperative and single-hop strategies. For the DFE, the number of feedforward and feedback filter taps is and , respectively, where is the number of taps of the overall channel. It is clear for all cases considered that the DFE performance is very close to MLSD. Furthermore, the results highlight the significant performance improvement introduced by cooperation. The two main reasons are as follows: 1) multihoping gain, since the overall attenuation suffered by the signal is less severe, and 2) spatial diversity gain, which is due to the spatial diversity inherently available in the distributed network, that is exploited via distributed space-time processing.
Note that, although both the single-hop and two-hop cooperative communication approaches yield diversity gain through multipath combining, only the latter provides extra gains through spatial diversity. This explains the larger decay slope of the error probability curves for the cooperative schemes.
Finally, we note that increasing the number of cooperating relays further increases the available spatial diversity in the system and, hence, further improves the performance. This can also be verified for the four-relay case in Fig. 4 , which employs the TR-1/2 scheme. Fig. 5 shows the Chernoff bound in (47) with , compared with the simulation performance. Better approximations can be obtained by fine-tuning via simulations [20] . It can be observed that, at high SNR, the bound indeed confirms the decay order predicted by (48).
1) Sensitivity to Imperfect CSI: In a practical scenario, the receiver does not have perfect knowledge of the channel. In our current framework, CSI at the receiver can be obtained via known training symbols sent from the relays (to estimate the channels) and from the source (to estimate the channels, such as in [8] ).
Due to the presence of channel estimation errors, a degradation in the idealized performance results is naturally expected. In this section, we assess, via simulations, the performance of the receiver employing a DFE under different imperfect CSI conditions.
We model the channel estimation error as a random error matrix that is added to the true channel matrix . The estimated channel matrix is given by
with expressed as (67) where the terms in depend on the estimation errors in the entries of . We now find expressions for the terms of the matrix . First, in terms of the actual channel estimates and , we can write (68) where the constant terms are now incorporated into the channels, for notational simplicity. Denoting by and the respective estimation errors in and , the channel estimates are given by
Hence, we can write
The receiver processing in (22) is now performed using the channel estimate . From (17) and (22) (75) Assuming is to be detected, we notice from (75) that the imperfect CSI incurs not only noise enhancement of the decision statistic, but also self and interblock interference from and , respectively. Fig. 6 shows the performance sensitivity of the two-relay scheme for imperfect CSI. The estimation error in each path for all channels is assumed to be complex Gaussian with variance , where is the average square magnitude of path . For 20 dB, the degradation is indistinguishable from the perfect CSI case and it deteriorates rather gracefully with increasing . As expected, for large estimation errors, the system cannot take full advantage of the spatial diversity, and significant performance deterioration occurs.
2) Sensitivity to Channel Time Variations: To investigate the performance of the system with channel time variations, we assume a first-order time-varying model for each path of the overall channel in the model derived in (23) and (24) . Hence, the receiver filter outputs are (76) (77) A first-order autoregressive (AR) model is assumed for each of the tap coefficients of the filter . A similar approach to model channel time-variation characteristics was also employed in [25] . Each time-varying tap is modeled as (78) where is a complex white Gaussian innovation process of unit variance. For a symbol rate , we can relate the Doppler spread and the AR parameter as [25] (79) , the time variations accumulated across the frame incurs a slightly more severe degradation compared to a frame. Furthermore, for and 40 dB, the degradation is indistinguishable from the case with no time variations. For both frame length sizes considered, most of the performance gains are still observed for channel variations in the range from 40 dB to 30 dB.
B. Experimental Results
To further verify the potential gains achieved via cooperation, the proposed two-relay protocol was compared with a direct communication approach with measured channel data. The data acquisition experiments were performed at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA, in June 2006.
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 8 . The carrier frequency was 12 kHz. The source transmitter and destination hydrophone were deployed in about 5-m-deep water, and the two hydrophones at the relays were placed in 10-and 20-m-deep water. All hydrophones were omnidirectional. The probe data were maximum-length shift pseudonoise sequences of unshaped (rectangular) pulses.
Figs. 9-11 show the averaged channel response over an ensemble of measurements for the first hop, second hop, and direct links, respectively. Note that, compared to the simulated ray-based model given in Fig. 3 , the experimental data has a significantly larger delay spread. Typical delay spreads of 80-100 symbols were observed at a data rate of 1.2 kb/s. Furthermore, the channels are not perfectly synchronized, as can be seen in Fig. 12 . In all cases, a strong main arrival is perceived, along with clusters of arrivals with delays of more than 100 ms. Furthermore, it can be observed that the direct channel was significantly weaker than the and channels. This constitutes a meaningful scenario for testing the multihop cooperation strategy.
The simulated performance with experimental channel data is shown in Fig. 13 . The data rate is 1.2 kb/s and the BPSK modulation scheme was employed. The data blocks length was set to symbols, and a DFE with 50 forward taps was employed. Because perfect CSI was assumed, the number of feedback taps was set to be the delay spread (in symbols intervals) of the overall channel. Comparing the cooperative scheme performance with direct communication, both multihopping as well as diversity gains are observed. For the direct-hop case, a diversity (slope of the error probability curve) of around 1.2 was observed, whereas it is around 2 for the cooperative case. The additional gain diversity observed in the direct-hop case can be fully attributed to multipath combining. For the cooperative strategy, in Section III, a diversity gain slightly smaller than 2 was predicted when no multipath gain was present. Clearly, therefore, the cooperative strategy is able to take advantage of diversity in both levels: space and the frequency selectivity of the channel.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, cooperative protocols for distributed space-time communications in underwater networks were proposed and analyzed. The proposed protocols, inspired by the time-reversal STBC [13] , were shown to yield significant performance improvement over single-hop communication in underwater channels and can be generalized to networks with any number of relays. It was also shown, both numerically and experimentally, that the TR-DSTBC approach has the added advantage of not requiring a computationally expensive multidimensional equalization at the receiver, as well as being robust to asynchronism between the relays. Ongoing research focuses on the development of new, high rate, distributed protocols and space-time codes, which can be systematically applied to any number of relays. 
